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Alternative music
DaDa and Material Issue
bring down the house.
Page3

Finally

Women's basketball team ends

@

seven-game losing streak.
Page 16

of gay ban
y bring revolt
GTON (AP) - Deftary Les Aspin said
wants to head off a
volt" in Congress and
Joint Chiefs of Staff
dent Clinton's plan to
on homosexuals in the
on prepared for a rneety with the joint chiefs
services, Aspin said
the military ... have to
d that the president is
itted to ... end disagainst homosexuals
"tary.
ment to I.he military is
r later, the courts are
come at you on this isin said on CBS-TV's

s we're going to have.
ned in Canada. where
suddenly comes in and
u have to - that this is

tional ....

should give the defense
six months to draft an
e order lifting the ban,
to a Jan. 18 draft of a
m Aspin to the prcsilime lag would "avoid an

debate in the Congress
ate that is likely to be
Ibis position," states the
obtained by The AssociTV appearance, Aspin
be hoped to work out a
so "that there will not be
in the military" and avoid
ble confrontation with

Congress. "I lhink it's possible to
do that."
Time magazine reported that
J oint Chiefs Chairman Colin
Powell might resign if Clinton
lifts the ban on gays.
Aspin, however, said "that's
not in the cards. We're trying to
work together on this thing...
Army Col. Bill Smullen, a spokesman for Powell, denied the
Time report. saying the chairman
"has no intent to resign," although
he "is very much opposed to 1ifting the ban and hopes ro express
his views to the president on
Monday."
Several high-ranking Pentagon
officials told The Associated
Press at least some of the chiefs
were upset that Clinton's mind
seemed made up. They met with
Asp in last week in \\hat was
described as an emotional. twohour discussion about their objections.
Aspin·s drafr memo to Clinton
suggests the president hold two
meetings: one with "key senators"
to prevent "an early. unfavorable
vote" in the Senale, and the other
with the Joint Chiefs.
"This is not a negotiation:· said
the memo's entry on the joint
chiefs' meeting. "Instead, it is the
first step in the consultation that
you have promised."
But Aspin said the opposite on
CBS, while confirming the contents of the memo during his TV
appearance.
"The point is, is that it is a

• Continued on page 2

Farewell
Vaughn Jaenike, dean of the College of Fine Arts, receives recognition from President David Jorns after J 8
years of service to Eastern as its first and only Dean of Fine Arts. The retirement party was held Saturday
at the Tarble Arts Center.

w financial aid rules to help students Two days remain for
y middle income students think filling out
· aid forms is a useless rirual.
know even if they cross all their t's and
their i 's, the only thing they will see in the
a letter saying, "Sorry, no aid for you. You
too much money."
ever, students may see a significant change
· aid eligibility for the 1993-94 school year
new federal rules giving more middle class
s access to financial aid, said John Flynn,
's financial aid director.
the past, many middle income students have
shut out of the program because of a maze of
·a1 rules that calculated how much a family
expected to contribute to tuition costs. Stuneed - the amount of financial aid they can
e - is figu:red by subtracting family contrifrom tuition costs.
w students may see a significant reduction in
expected family contribution for next year's
n. The Reauthorizacion Act of 1992 will
ge the way family income and assets are
up when computing need in the following

fann is worth and how much he has paid on it will not be used when figuring family assets.
• The act eliminates a rule requiring all freshmen to pay $700 toward their education and
sophomores, juniors and seniors to pay $900,
regardless of their need.
• Students can make $1,750 after taxes and not
be expected to contribute any of it to their education. They have to contribute only SO percent of
any income over $1,750. Last year, students who
worked were expected to devote 70 percent of
their after-tax income to education.
• ln the past, students couJd borrow only limited
amounts through the Stafford Loan program. A
new unsubsidized Stafford Loan program will let
students borrow their entire need.
Most of the changes wiU make more students
eligible for financial aid programs like Stafford
and PLUS loans, which have lo be repaid, not
"gift" aid, like Pell Grants, Flynn said.
Even with greater loan eligibility, the bill will
also end a financial aid gravy train by significantly reducing the number of students who can
declare themselves financially independent, Flynn
said. The number of independent students ballooned from 13 percent in 1980 to 61 percent by
1990, be said.

J.. family's home equity or farrn equity - the
nee between how much a person's home or

" Coritinued on page 2

application deadline
By SHERRY SIDWELL
Student government editor

Students interested in applying
for one of the five open seats in
the Student Senate still have two
days left to submit an application
before Wednesday's deadline.
Applications are available at
the senate office in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
To be considered for a position,
applicants must collect the signatures of 25 people living in the
district he or she hopes to represent.
Applications and signatures
must be returned to the senate
office at 4 p.m. Wednesday. Applicants will then be interviewed
by the Legislative Leadership
Committee, an eight-member
group of the chairpersons of senate committees.
"Those applying will be asked
about their past experience in
government and other forms of

leadership," said Luke Neumann,
speaker of the senate. "We'll ask
about any other offices they may
have held, their level of activity
on campus, what exactly they
would do as senators and what
ideas they can offer on various
programs and ways of improving
the campus.
"We've always had really good
luck with the interviewing process
and finding good people," Neumann said. "It's my belief that the

whole process really works."
Neumann said as of Friday, IS
students had taken applications.
" We're excited about both the
numbers of applications given out
and with how quickly they went
out," Neumann said. " We' re
expecting at least as many applications as we received last semester."
Last semester, the senate received I 9 applications for six vacancies.

• Continued on page 2
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Iraq declares cease-fire is still in effe
BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) - Iraq
denied ils anti-aircraft balleries
tired at U.S. warplanes again and
insisted on Sunday that the ceasefire it declared last week remained
in effect
The claims came a day after
U.S. warplane:. attacked Iraqi missile sites for the third consecutive
day.
In Washington. Defense Secretary Les Aspin said it was not
certain the Iraqis opened fi re
Saturday night in the southern "no
fly" zone, but he stressed the pilot
thought he was shot aL
U.S. military spokesmen stood
by the report that American planes
were fired on, and a second pilot
on the aircraft carrier USS Kitty
Hawk reported seeing gun flashes
during the Saturday night incident.
Aspin also reported that there
was "some indication" that Iraqi
troops were preparing new sites for

anti-aircraft missiles in southern could be in for a difficult time, he
Iraq. despite allied warnings to said.
keep such weapons out of the air
In other developments:
exclusion zone.
• U.N. experts resumed destruc"It's a little soon to make dclini- tion of mustard and nerve gas at
ti ve judgments,.. he added.
the Muthanna complex north of
Appearing on CBS 's "Face the Baghdad, said the team's leader,
Nation." Aspin said recent Iraqi Paul Brough. an American. The
action "was not proof' that Sad- team. which had been kept out of
dam Hussein's government was Iraq for several weeks, is acting
trying to test the new U.S. adminis- under a Gulf War cea-;c-fire provitration. or that it had necessarily sion requiring Iraq to dismantle
broken its own cease-fire.
weapons of mass destruction.
Iraq's information mi n ister.
• Iraqi officials claimed a U.S.
Hamed Yousef Hummadi, called cruise missile that struck outside
for "'pragmatic, business-like dis- the Al-Rashid Hotel on Jan. 17.
cussion·· with the United States. killing two people, was a deliberate
and government-run newspapers attack. Pentagon officials say the
invited President Clinton to settle missile was one of 45 aimed at a
disputes through dialogue.
suburban factory involved in
In an interview with C~N. Hu- nuclear weapons work and was
mmadi said the recent U.S. anacks knocked off course by anti-aircraft
were "minor ones, and we are fire.
committed to the cease-fire." But if
• Hundreds of Jordanians,
attacks continue, the two sides including politicians, union leaders

and human rights activists. marched through the streets of Amman
cheering Saddam and chanting
anti-American s logans. Many
Arabs are criticizing the West for
being har;hcr on Iraqis than others
\\ho ignore U.N. resolutions, such
as Israelis and Serbs fighting the
Muslim-led government of BosniaHerzegovina.
The northern no-fly zone, north
of the 36th parallel. was imposed
by the U.S.-lcd allies in April 1991
to protect Kurdish rebels from Iraqi
attacks. The southern zone, south
of the 32nd parallel, was declared
last August to protect rebellious
Shiite Muslims.
Iraq rejects the zones as an
infringement on its sovereignty and
says they are an effort by the West
to partition Iraq.
Clinton has pledged to continue
the policy begun by President Bush
to respond strongly to Iraqi threats

to allied planes in the air
zones.
The United States h
planes attacked air defe
the "no fly" zones in n
southern Iraq on Th
and Saturday after h ·
Iraqi troops.
Iraq has repeatedly
forces fired at or turned
radar on any allied pl
zones since it announced
fire beginning Wednesday
ture to the Clinton ac1m· ·
Pentagon officials said
incident occurred Satu
when three U.S. Navy
one A-6 Intruder bomber
FA-18 fighter-bombe
patrolling over southern
The officials said the
flares and anti-aircraft
directed search radar at
planes.

'Witch's spell' used for defense in murde
WAUKEGAN (AP) - A MexicanAmcrican 's murder trial is expected to rum
on the jury's reaction to the novel defense
that a witch's spell made the defendant
plunge a knife into his girlfriend 44 times.
Defense attorney Jed Stone said al a recent
hearing that his client, Celerino Galicia.
believed his girlfriend wac; a witch who used
her powers to belittle and emasculate him in
front of his friends.
Defense motions argue that. "given his cultural background" as a Latin male. Galicia
became so enraged he could not control himself.

" From page one
In the past, students who made
more than $4.000 per year and
weren't named as dependents on
their parents' taxes in the previous
two years were considered independent. Because their need was
calculated using their income. bu1
not their parents' income, they
usually got more aid.
This year. only students who
arc married. single parents. veterans or \\ards of the court will be
considered independent. Flynn
said. In addition. those who were
considered independent last year
must meet the new guidelines to
get lhe same status this year,
Flynn said.
"They specifically said they
don 'L want anyone to grandfather

o!n~

The trial begins Monday before Circui1
Judge Barbara Gillcran-Johnson. who last
week denied a prosecution request to bar the
witchcraft defense.
Galicia. 28. admits plunging a kitchen
knife into the chest of Roberta Martinez, 27.
during a quarrel in Mundelein in March. He
is charged with first-degree murder.
Defense documcnh contend "he was acting under a sudden and intense passion
resulting from serious provocation...
Galicia. a resident alien living in Mundelien. had been in this country about two
years before the slaying.

into this," Flynn said.
However, all of these changes
carry a cost.
Flynn said rules allowing more
middle income people into the
program are causing serious prob1ems at the Ill inois Student
Assistance Commission, which
handles all state-level aid.
If ISAC follows the federal eligibility guidelines. more people
will be eligible for Illinois
Monetary Award Program grants.
However. the $202 million ISAC
expects to get next year will not
be enough to give grants to everyone who is eligible, Flynn said.
Flynn said the neediest :>tudents
may receive a maximum grant of
$2,273 for next school year compared to a maximum grant of
$2532.90 for the current school
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John Komak. an assistant Lake County
state's attorney. said it is "nonsense to say
something in someone's cultural background
~hould make him different than other defendants charged with stabbing someone 44
times."
Stone said that when his client first met the
woman in Mexico. Galicia's mother warned
that Ms. Martinez was a witch.
Galicia began worrying about the woman's
purported powers when she became jealous
over a lcner Galicia received from a former
girlfriend.
Stone said that Galicia believed she cast a

spell on him and that he sought
ly for a healer to rid him of it.
Joseph Graham. an anthropology
at Texas A&l University. said a
cent of Mexican-Americans
witchcraft and the ability of certain
make a pact with Satan in exc
supernatural powers.
First-degree murder is punis
Illinois by 20 to 60 years in prism
decided Galicia Jacked the intent to
Ms. Martinez. he could be convi
ond-degrce murder, which is p
four to 15 year.; in prison.

Jenny Rank and Maria Giovani
resigned last week, citing time
conflicts as reasons for leaving
their posts. Senate member Matt
Giordano resigned from the seat
he was holding to lake the seat
he won in t he senate's Nov-

+ From page one
The applications are being
accepted as the senate works to
fi ll the vacancies left by five
senate resignations. Senate members Blake Stone, R.J. Wood,

ember election.
The new senate mem
be announced at the
regular meeting Feb 3.

Lift
f

From page one

negotiation," Aspin said.
"It's a negotiation about how you implement (the
order lifting the ban). You can have a negotiation
about how to implement it without ever agreeing on
whether you're going to implement it." Aspin said
that "as a practical mauer, we are not going to be
able to force this down the throats of the Congress.
If the Congress docs not like it, it isn't going to happen."

Aspin's memo says that Senate Majority
George Mitchell. D-Maine, has estimated
Senate conservatives were to propose a re
support of the current policy, there would
more than 30 sure votes" against it.
Some military leaders have argued that
the ban would undem1inc order and mo
devoutly religious service people Lo res'
increase the risk of AIDS among troops.

thJUNCTION
---------------------------

Union Bowling Lanes & Kee.

The JUNCTION offers 12 lanes for classes, open and league bowling, 6 billi
tables, video & pinball, and camping equipment rental.
Anyone interested in joining a league this fall should stop by the JUNCTION in
Union or call 581·36I6.
The cost per week is only $3.00 plus shoe rental ($.35).

LEAGUE TIMES •••
6:30
6:30
4:30
7:00

p.m. & 9 p.m ............. Monday Night COED
p.m. & 9 p.m.............Tuesday Night COED
p.m ............................Peterson Point (lndv.) Wed.
p.m ............................ Wednesday Night Men

Location • • . North end of UNION STATION
Hours . . . M·TH ............ 9:00 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
Fri ............... 10:00 a.m. - 11 :30 p.m.
Sat. ............. 2:00 p.m. - 11 :30 p.m.
Sun .............4:00 p.m. · 10:30 p.m.

Monday, January 25, 1993
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ringing down the house • • •
&DADA

ing alternative music
to Charleston

alio of DaDa sings the song Dizne Land. The video
song has appeared on MTV.

Joie Calio and DaDa peiformed along with Material Issue in front of a crowd of approximately 400. The crowd gave a rabid response to the two bands. Tickets were on sale
for $6 for the sold out peiformance.

finishes their set before the headliner band Material
comes on stage.

Ansani, bass player and lead singer for Material Issue,
rms some of their new and old songs and the audiresponded with a small mosh pit near the stage.

hotos by Jeffrey M. Culler

Seniors Cindy Merlo , a sociology major, and Tara Pichelmann, a finance major, climbed
the spiral staircase in Stu's to enjoy a better view of the show.

The
oaily

[ast ern

News Is the art of flirting worth savin

OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
MONDAY, JANUARY 25, 1993

Eastern proving
to be a school
of ntany openings
Vacancies seem to abound throughout
Eastern's campus. Unfortunately, nobody
seems to be acting quickly enough to fill
them.
It's been approximately three months
since President David jorns took the administrative reins. But to this date, the only search
committee formed was to find a new physical plant director.
Money ls a large Issue when discussing
replacements, but Eastern needs to act now
to fill the positions with either in-house or
outside individuals.
Finding replacements
for empty positions is one
of the most important
needs this university has to have done. So far,
Eastern has not proved to up to the task.
Add another position to be placed on the
already long list currently being complied.
Vaughn jaenlke, dean of fine arts, is set to
retire Jan. 31.
In Its second physical plant search, Eastern
now has 62 applications to filter through
until it comes up with a director. Still waiting
for a replacement is the vice president for
student affairs position, currently being held
by Lou Hencken, the former director of housing.
With jaenlke almost retired, the search for
a new dean will begin. The president's council will meet this week to decide who the
interim dean of fine arts will be.
The only position to be filled recently was
that of associate vice president for academic
affairs. Attention should be given first to
positions of more vital importance.
There are rules governing the search and
filling of state school positions. But jorns
should act as soon as possible, within these
guidelines, to get Eastern going at full power.
Ironically, even Eastern's Student Senate
has problems filling positions, with five senate seats open and other representative positions waiting for student volunteers to fill in.
But the senate will be filling the majority of
Its vacancies In approximately three weeks.
The News hopes Eastern's administration
would move as quick to fill Its positions.

I am the first to admit It, I love
to flirt.
If I see a girl. I'm flirting. I
don' t care if she Is short, tall, fat,
skinny, has short hair or long hair.
If she's female and I make eye
contact, I'm going to do It.
Woof.
My Idea of flirting Is anywhere
from a friendly conversation and
a wink to insincerely holding Cbrls
hands to actually hitting on the
girl. I think rve proposed mar- Seper
riage to two-thirds of the women - - - - - - •
I know and I once incorporated my phone number
into a speech In hopes of getting a few dates.
All of my actions were meant to be harmless. but
lately I have had to rethink many of my flirtatious
actions. Along with the addition of a significant other,
I have been forced to stop and think what position
women are put In by my advances.
The message I have been getting from womens'
groups lately ts that actions like flirting - or things that
could be dasslfled under the heading of sexual harassment - have been unwelcome for a long time. Only
now have women felt comfortable enough to speak
up and say this ls something they don't like.
Most of the flirting that has sparked my concern
occurs either In a professional environment or
amongst a group of people. The more I think of it, the
more It seems even a kindly come-on would cause
somebody to feel Improperly uncomfortable.
A professional environment Is exactly that - profes-

slonal. While there Is a camaraderie that gr
tween fellow workers, playfully showing af
trying to get a date during work are unaccep
Women I have asked Individually about this
either admitted that it does make them feel
fortable or said something to the affect of, ·1
don' t mind too much."
But when somebody says they don't mind. it
they are accepting something that makes
uncomfortable or would otherwise be unaccep
the case something like flirting - or other acti
may be deemed as intruding on a woman's
space - that type of reasoning is unacceptable.
This whole Issue may seem significant - even
point of seeming like I have fallen prey to
political correctness garbage. But the measurl
In this situation would be this: In a structured
fesslonal environment, can a woman do the
thing as a man can with the same repercussl
a woman who flirts. or playfully hits on a som
taken in the same way it Is when a man does?
In these general terms. the answer is obvio
Tough luck, many would say. Women just
learn to adapt to the rules. But it would be a lot
if the rules. especially In a business environm
the same. Women should either be able to flirt
with no fear of being censured or men must
to rise above their own chauvinistic spillage.
In this case, I think It is the men who must
changing.
- Chris Seper is assod.ite news editor and ct
columnist for The Dally Eastern News.

Editorial

After a search so painful
and so long, that all his life
_.........,... he has been in the wrong.

Your turn •••

Eduaction, not
myths, needed
to fight AIDS
Dear editor:
"I'm gonna wear a condom, but
then I flgured, when Is the next
time I'm gonna be In Haiti? Bad
Idea jeans.~
This Is a joke from Saturday
Night Live that I must have heard
at least 30 times bef'ore my recent
trip to Haiti. Although I must admit
that I laughed, it seems to me In
retrospect that Its Is an odd stereotype to have of a nation of people
that many people know very llttle
about.
In fact, the only advice I received from my friends on my departu re for this trip was not to
sleep with any Haitian women so
as to avoid acquiring this lethal dJs..
ease. What struck me as funny
about all of this was that many of
the people who gave me this piece
of advice then proceeded to ask
me where Haiti was. One close
friend asked me If It was dose to
Kenya and several more asked me
If It located near Tahiti.
I tried hard not to laugh as I'm
sure that before my sophomore

year of high school when I had
world geography, I too probably
dldn't know where Haiti was. But
the fact that some people may lack
geography skills Is not a big problem with me. What does create
some tension however Is that the
only word many of these people
associate with Haiti Is AIDS. Of
course there were a few who had
seen the fllm, The Serpent and the
Rainbow, and were well aware of
the vast number of zombies and
voodoo witch doctors that reside
there, but the vast majority simply
gave me this brilliant piece of
advice, "Don't get AIDS!"
Those of you who have given
blood between 1989 and fairly
recently were probably aware of
the ban placed on Haitians donors
which denied them this opportunity. The reason for this Is quite simple. As the time Red Cross took
this position, we as a nation were
unaware of what It was that caused
AIDS. According to the New York
Times, "Haitians were the only
ldentlftable group that transmitted
the dl5ease heterosexually." This Is
perhaps attributable to the fact that
diseases are more easily transmitted In overpopulated third world
countries as Is obvious by the
tremendous Influx of AIDS and
other diseases throughout Africa.

However, thanks to not so
research, we know that Al
HIV can be transmitted
American heterosexual a
well.
On Dec. 5, 1990, the U.S.
ernment took a long, hard
the blood donation policy
Ing Haiti and realized that It
ed to be changed as there
tie or no data to back it
now known that ethnicity ~
Ing to do with this transm
fact, there are more AIDS
per person In New York
there are In Haiti. A maj
cities In the U.S. fall un
same category as New York.
Theref'ore, as next week
awareness week, I believe It
essary for us to become
about the stereotypes we
with regard to this di
must realize that myths, I
one I have just mentioned
cernlng Haiti, are not only
mental to our view of Hal
pie, but are also divert!
attention away from the
this disease Is In our own
yards. Becoming educ:a
making wise choices co
abstinence and sexual
the only known ways to
this disease.

Eastern News

group
ks unity
arties
to have a strong impact
's political tradition. a
Independent Political
f students plans to befirst group of its kind in
SI,

cally, the organization
open for anyone who is
in the political culture,"
t Giordano, one of the
spearheading plans to
organization. "We'd like
IO have nine hours of poce."
o said the organization
10 combat some of the
caused by groups which
posing political party
purpose of the union
10 work together and
1 fs of all political idehe said. "We ''ant to
our ideas and learn to
the political ideas of
said the union will be
ncerned with national
issues rather than the
taking place between parStudent Senate.
Scism, an associate proof political science, exptype of debates held by
· tion would be similar
done at Oxford UniInd at Yale.
they'd do is pick a topic
four or five students on
, with one anchor perh side would present its
nr on the topic,'' Scism
the organization really
g. they could bring in
e like a (Illinois Sen.)
on as an anchor on a
national health service.
fir as I know. there are no
organizations like this at
western colleges. so this
bring a lot of attention to
1f it docs become an offi-

MARI OGAWA/Photo editor

Push It
Brandon O' Malley, a senior industrial technology major, lifts weights Sunday evening at the Student Recreation Center. Approximately 650 studems used the center between 12:30 to 5.30 p.m.

Cultural Diversity Week to begin Monday
By JULIE KAUPERT
Staff writer

Speeches from Eastern President David Jorns and the vice
president for student affairs kick
off Cultural Diversity Week, starting Monday and continuing through Friday.
Joms and Vice President Lou
Henken will begin the event. starting at noon in the Grand Ballroom
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Cultural Diversity Week pro·
vi<.les something for everyone.
with various activities that will be

----- ,
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SAUSAGE & CHEESE I
PIZZA•••TO GO! I
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Now at Monlcara. get a Med. (14j
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza. ..

~ .45 with

Large (11j PIZD

Good 7 Days/Week with
Carry-Out/Delivery thru 2J2/93

_J

presented to enlighten students
and faculty on the importance of
cultural diversity, said Lisa
Abston, coordinator of University
Board's Human Potential Com·mittee.
Other speakers at the opening
ceremonies include representatives
from the Black Student Union,
Hispanic Student Union, International Student Association,
University Board and Student
Government. The entire event should end by 2 p.m.
Abston said she hopes "for a
good turnout to all events during
the week."

Organizations helping to coordinate Cultural Diversity Week are
the Residence Hall Association,
BSU, HSU. the environmental
group Expanding Awareness and
Responsibility Towards Humanity,
awareness group Boosting Alcohol
Consciousness Concerning the
Health of University Students,
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority and
Sigma Nu fraternity.
The Ethnic Food Contest and
Fashion Show start the first event
of the week, from 7 to I 0 p.m.
Monday in Lawson Hall.
Other activities during the week
are as follows:

• A video from the series "Eyes
on the Prize" will be shown from
noon to 2 p.m. Tuesday in the
Grand Ballroom of the Union. A
one-man play entitled, "Rated
Malcolm X ... can be seen at 8 p.m.
Tuesday in the Grand Ballroom.
Both activities arc in honor of African-American Awareness Day.
•A Cultural Diversity Fair honoring International Student awareness Day will take place from
noon to 3 p.m. Wednesday in
University Ballroom. The fair will
represent different countries' art,
history and other significant artifacts of the various cultures.
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University board
tries to please al I
By MELISSA ASHBY
Staff writer

College students. as a rule. can
be some~ of the hardest crowds to
please when it comes to entertainment. With tastes and schedules as diverse as any. planning
successful events for an entire
campus is a daunting task.
While the Charleston area rarely has the power to draw Hollywood-level entenainers. Eastern 's
Universiry Board is trying to assemble an inviting calendar of
spring appearances.
Although many students may
not realize exactly what the organization does, UB is responsible
for scheduling concerts. lectures
and comedy routines.
"The purpose of the University
Board is to bring the campus entertainment," said Lisa Abston,
human potential coordinator for
the UB. "We receive material
from agencies. Then, we sit down
and look at our budget and figure
in the price along with stuff like
hotel accommodations and meals.
"If we are interested in the performer, we call the agency," Abston said.
UB President, Brad Kirk, explained the organization's process
of hiring a concert act.
"With the spring concert, we're
working through an agency called
Flow Group," Kirk said. "Thal
organization is a middle group.
They let us know what acts we
can get for the spring concert and
who's available for what price."
With a new semester just getting underway, several performers arc scheduled to appear at

University Board Human Potential
Committee Presents

International Fashion Show
and
Ethnic Food Contest
Lawson Hall 7-10

1111
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Ea:.tem courtesy of the UB. The
following is a list of performers
who will be appearing in the next
few months:
• The Saturn 5 laser show, a
laser show featuring the music of
such rock artists as U2. Pink
Floyd, Def Leppard and Guns 'N
Roses. Saturn 5 will be presented
al 7:30 p.m.on Monday in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
• The Minneapolis Gospel
Sound will be performing in the
Grand Ballroom of the Union at 8
p.m. on Feb. 9.
• Robby Prince will be performing in the Rathskeller at 8
p.m. on Feb. 24.
• Janel Benshoof will be in the
Grand Ballroom at 7 p.m. on
March 4. Tom Deluca will perform at 8 p.m. the same evening.
The UB is also responsible for
arranging a large line up of
movies for students' entenainment. Some of the shows for this
semester include "Mo' Money,"
"Single White Female" and "The
Distinguished Gentleman...
The UB does not have any concerts lined up for the spring and
is still searching for a major act.
"As far as concerts go nothing
is certain, we have received information and are still going through
it," said Shannon Hammon. vice
chairwoman of the UB.
With six vacancies on the 12member UB, Hammon said she
would like more students to join
the organization.
The UB meets on Tuesdays in
the Martinsville Room of the
Union at 7 p.m.
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University Board Human Potential Comm·
-presents-

One Man Play:

"Rated: Malcolm X"
featuring Darryl Van Leer

Come and share the experience of what it would
been like to actually hear Malcolm X deliver two of
most powerful speeches.
8:00pm - Grand Ballroom
$1 EIU Students w/ID
~~~ $3 General Public
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les say Bush suggested
ndurans help Contras
GTON (AP) - A docthe hands of Iran-Contra
indicates George Bush
· nt Jose Azcona Hoyo
uras in 1986 to help
move guns to the NicContras, and assured him
done with deniability."
been known that thenReagan made his vice
an emissary to Honduras
llld 1986. But what hasn't
is that Bush's mission
was specifically to get
., "a~sure a supplied froallowed military equipother material to reach
4>acked Contras in their
the leftist Nicaraguan
l

ge was inscribed on
card entitled "Special
Points-Azcona" that sumthe instructions Reagan
'on officials gave Bush.
mo shows that Bush,
publicly maintained he
of the loop'' for all of the
scandal, was deeply
in the Reagan administrato find secret ways to
Contras militarily after
banned such help.

Iran-Contra prosecutors have
had the document for years and
questioned Bush about it extensively when they took his sworn
deposition on Jan. 11, 1988. But its
existence was not known publicly
until Bush released a transcript of
the deposition five days before he
left office.
At the time of Bush's meeting
with Azcona, Congress had banned U.S. military aid to the Nicaraguan rebels. But it was later
learned that White House aide
Oliver North had been operating a
clandestine arms pipeline to the
Contras through Honduras - a key
element of the Iran-Contra scandal.
Bush has denied knowing about
North's resupply operation until it
was exposed. And the document
which came to light this month
does not contradict him, making
no mention of the Marine lieutenant colonel or his network.
In the deposition. prosecutors
quote directly from the caret.
"Mr. President, there is one issue I would Hke to discuss privately with you. Supply of the Democratic Resistance Forces (Contras)," the card instructed Bush to
say.

"Internal resistance in Nicaragua
needs support and catalyst," it
added. "Armed resistance and their
supply. So we hope in your early
days, as soon as possible, you can
take a look at supply for the ORF,
talk to your military and tell the
military to work out ways to assure
a supplied front
"We, President Reagan and I,
hope we can work very quietly and
discreetly with you. It can be done
with deniability," the card stated.
Bush told Iran-Contra prosecutors and an FBI agent that he
didn't recall the card with the talking points, although "I can't deny I
received" it
He said he had several conversations with Azcona during the
Jan. 26-27, 1986 trip to Honduras,
and acknowledged that he may
have discussed resupplying the
Contras.
He also defended the message
he was to deliver to Azcona on
behalf of the Reagan administration.
"I don't think that I should be
prohibited from telling a guy that
I'd like co see him help somebody
else." Bush told investigators.
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Keep up
with
daily events!
READ
The Daily

Jackson Ave.
Gallery

7 IO Jackson 345-6855

FAJVTASY
PHOTOS
l'alentlnes Special

$ 34 •

95

Includes hair,
makeover and

Eastern News

sitting fee

'De{ta Sigma Pi
Spring 1(usli '93
Tuesday,Jan.26
7 p.m. Coleman Auditorium
"Meet the Chapter"
'Nednesda~Jan.27

7 p.m. Union Bowling Alley
"Bowling Party"
Thursday, Jan. 28
7 p.m. Coleman Auditorium
"Formal Meeting"

lJniversity Board Human Potential
Committee Presents

Cultural Diversity
dent Leaders' Presentations
University Ballroom
12 noon - 2pm
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You 'II Find i-t Here!
Tonight:: All You Can Eat: Subs
(casual dress)

6:00 - 9:00 p.m. Greek Court
For Rides and Info. call 581 -6825
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Clinton administration stumbles
after first days under his control
WASHINGTON (AP) - Bill
Clinton went directly from the
attainment of his lifelong dream to
bis first presidential apology. ll
took his administration just two
days to say, "mistakes were made."
After the roller-coaster opening
of his presidency, Clinton seemed
tired but resolute, telling his first
Cabinet meeting Friday: " I'm off
to a good start."
Between the highs and lows,
Clinton issued orders and memoranda expanding abortion rights,
lifting deficit targets and imposing
strict new ethics guidelines on
senior government officials.
His administration also got an
early chance to stand up to Iraq,
with U.S. jets firing on Iraqi antiaircraft installations two days in a
row after an inaug uration -day
pause.
The new president hugged, dan-

ced and played his saxophone at
inaugural balls, opened the White
House to thousands of visitors and
took his first presidential jog along
the Potomac River.
Hillary Rodham Clinton. meanw hile, c laimed an office in the
West Wing among her husband's
other top aides - the first First
Lady to set up shop on the business end of the White House. She
wiJI be a key health-care adviser,
among other roles yet to emerge.
All in all, a busy first week considering Clinton only became president in the middle of it.
The fact that he could have a
Cabinet meeting at all just two

~ DEL
cf>

days after being sworn in was testimony to how quickly tlllngs can
get done when both the president
and Congress are of th e same
party. The Democratic Senate confirmed the nominations of the
Democratic president's Cabinet absent one - in record time.
But the empty seat at the table
showed how quickly public sentiment can tum. Dissatisfaction over
his choice for attorney general,
Zoe Baird, because of her hiring of
undocumented workers for household chores, snowballed through
the week despite early Democratic
and Republican support for her
nomination.
By Friday, Baird was gone and a
full-fledged damage control operation was under way as Clinton sought to extricate himself from the
defeat and remain true to the spirit
of ethics rules he bad trumpeted
during his campaign.
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Spring Miniature Gol
Open
with The Ladies of El
6:00 Greek Court
For Rides Call 581-6538 or 651
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FRONT DISC
BRAKES

Fighting intensifies in Croatia $4799

ZAGREB, Croatia (AP) Croatian President Franjo TudCroatia said it ended a surprise jman said in an interview with
offensive that shattered a year of C roatian TV that his troops atcalm with rebel Serbs, but fighting tacked Friday out of frustration
raged near the port of Zadar and over Serb refusals to allow reconthere were reports of battles farther struction of a bridge at Maslenica,
northeast of '.l.adar.
south Sunday.
Fierce fighting also was reported
Before Friday, Serbs held one
in eastern Bosnfa-Herzegovina, end of the bridge and Croats the
where Muslims forces are trying to other. The bridge is on the only
clear Bosnian Serb troops from a land route linking Zagreb, Croregion along the border with Ser- atia's capital, with the Dalmatia
bia. Fighting between Muslims and region along the Adriatic coasL
Croatian troops apparently seiCroats was reported in central
zed the other end of the bridge and
Bosnia
The upsurge in fighting and made other gains in territory occutough words from leaders of all pied by the rebels.
"This action is now over,"
ethnic factions in the former
Yugoslav federation threatened to Tudjman said in the TV interview.
undo international peace talks and
But he said Croatian troops
heightened fears of a wider war in would not give up their gains.
the Balkans.
He added that the attack was a
In Geneva, where leaders of the warning to Croatian Serbs to subfactions met to discuss a peace mit to hls government's authority
plan for Bosnia, Yugoslav Presi- or be defeated militarily.
Serbs, who account for 12 perdent Dobrica Cosic demanded the
U.N. Security Council condemn cent of Croatia's population. capthe Croatian attacks and insisted tured one-third of Croatian territoCroatia withdraw its soldiers from ry in a seven-month war in 1991
areas seized from Serb militants.
that erupted after Croatia seceded

1~

EXPRESS

EYECARE

from Serbia-dominated Yugoslavia. At least 10.000 people are
thought to have died in the fighting, which was halted by a truce
last January.
Tudjman's spokeswoman, Vesna
Skare, said I 0 Croatian soldiers
were killed and 30 wounded in
Friday's fighting. The Serbs reported 29 of their people killed. But
Tudjman claimed 120 Serbs were
killed.
Serbs charged that Croatia was
massing 20,000 soldiers in the '.Zadar area and near another Serbheld region in central Croatia.
Croatian Defense Ministry officials said they were not authorized
to give any infonnation.
Serb forces raided U.N.-guarded
warehouses on Saturday and took
heavy weapons they had surrendered under last year's U.N.-sponsored cease-fire negotiated by special envoy Cyrus Vance.
Cosic, upon returning to Belgrade, capital of Serbia and Yugosla via, charged that Croatia had
"ripped up the Vance peace plan."

WASH & WAX
LUBE, OIL &
FILTER CHANGE

$1499
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:

CHANGE
FILTER, &
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$2499

Includes pads,
I
:
Resurfacing Rotors
Most Cars
& Labor
I b
I
I
Metallic Pads Extra
I
Y appo ntment I
_______
..1..
_______
(Expires 211193)
(Expires 2/1/93 ..1..

Recom

Every 25
____
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SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR

EIU STUDEN

University Board Human Potential Committee presents:
An Observance of Cultural Diversity
"Promoting Peace for All People: The Age of Unity"
Monday, January 25
Cultural Diversity - Student Leaders' Presentations & Reception
University Ballroom - 12 noon - 2pm
International Fashion Show/Ethnic Food Contest
Lawson Hall - 7-lOpm
Tuesday, January 26
African-American Awareness Day
African-American Videotape and Discussion
Grand Ballroom - 12 noon - 2pm
One-man play "Rated: Malcolm X"
featuring Darryl Van Leer
Grand Ballroom - 8pm $1 students w/ID - $3 General Public
program followed
ednesday, January 27
Cultural Diversity Fair
East University Ballroom 12-3pm
Native-American singer Jack Gladstone
featuring multi-media presentation
University Ballroom - 8pm $1 students w/ID - $3 General Public

hursday, January 28
Latino Awareness Day
Keynote Speaker 12-2pm, University Ballroom, followed by reception
Latino Videotape and Discussion
8- lOpm University Ballroom

Friday, January 29

345-2527

235-1100

(Next to Wal-Mart)
528 West Lincoln
CHARLESTON

(Cross County Mall)
700 Broadway East
MAITOON

Awards Ceremony

12-1 University Ballroom
**Special Thanks to Andrews Hall, Alpha
Kappa Alpha, BACCHUS, Black Student
Union, Lawson llall, Hispanic Student U
NRHA, and Sigma Nu for their support.
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idence not used in King
ial evokes new questions
ANGELES (AP) - The poispatcher who called an
ce for an injured Rodney
thought officers beat him
he angered them during a
ed chase, a newspaper
Sunday.
four white Los Angeles pors accused of beating the
motorist have said they did
use King became combatr pulling his car over and
for their safety.
acquinaJ of the four on most
charges after a trial in state
t off last spring's deadly
les riots.
four face a federal court
t month on charges of vio. g's civil rights.
Los Angeles Times said
it obtained a previously
d transcript of a conver-

sation between the police dispatcher and a fire dispatcher. Both were
unidentified.
The conversation occurred March 3, 1991, shortly after officers
tried to stop King for speeding.
They chased him for seven miles
before he pulled his car over in
suburban Lake View Terrace.
The officers said the pursuit
reached speeds of 115 mph, although the maker of the car King
was driving, a 1988 Hyundai
Excel, said the vehicle wasn 'l capable of going more than 100 mph.
King's beating was videotaped
by a nearby resident
One of the four officers facing
trial, Laurence Powell, radioed the
police dispatcher to call an ambulance for King.
The dispatcher called the Fire
Department

HEY STUDENTS! •••
Is this what

L'lrge 2 Bedroom

you're coming

-ownhouses

home to?

1 & 4 Bedrooms
Available

"He pissed us off. so I guess he
needs an ambulance," the police
dispatcher told the fire dispatcher.
"Little attitude adjustment?" the
fire dispatcher responded.
"Yeah, we had to chase him ...
CHP and us," the police dispatcher
said. "I think he kind of irritated us
a little."
"Why would you want 10 do that
for?"' the fire dispatcher asked.
"They should know better than
to run," the police dispatcher answered, laughing. "They are going to
pay a price when they do that."
Prosecutor Barry F. Kowalski
acknowledged he has a copy of the
radio transmission.
He declined to say whether it
would be used against the officers
at next month's trial or whether the
dispatchers would be called to testify.
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Fully Furnished

Dishwasher
Baste Cable Paid
Onsite
Maintenance

Garbage Disposals

345-2363
CALL NOW!
Fall & Summer 93 - 94
Enjoy Spacious Living at

YOUNGSTOWN
Cambridge - Nantucket

etired Justice Marshall dies
HINGTON (AP) - Retired Justice Thurgood
1. the most prominent civil rights attorney of
uon and the first black to serve on the U.S.
Court, died Sunday of heart failure. He was
all was a hearty, blunt-spoken, irascible figure
the outset a liberal activist who looked out for
vantaged Americans. ln his later years on an
ingly conservative court, Marshall often spoke
frustration and dissent
all had been in failing health for the past sevJears and left the court in 1991. He died at 2 p.m.
thesda Naval Medical Center in suburban
d, according to Toni House. Supreme Court
woman.
"dent Clinton said he was "deeply saddened" by
l's death.
was a giant in the quest for human rights and
opportunity in the whole history of our country,"
said in a tatement "Every American should be
for the contributions he made as an advocate
a justice of the United States Supreme Court."
a lawyer for the National Association for the
nt of Colored People, Marshall argued and

won the landmark Brown vs. Board of Education
desegregation case before the court in 1954. In all,
Marshall argued 33 case:. before the court. He won 29.
"His victories went beyond those pertaining to race,"
said A. Leon Higginbotham, chief judge emeritus of
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 3rd Circuit. "For if he
had not won the Brown case, the door of equal opportunity would have been more tightly closed also to
women, other minorities and the poor:·
Laurence Tribe, constitutional scholar and professor,
Harvard Law School. called Marshall "the greatest
lawyer in the 20th century."
When he first announced his intention to retire,
Marshall was asked who hould succeed him on the
court.

he replied.
A short time later, President Bush nominated
Clarence Thomas, who joined the court after an historic
confromation over allegations of sexual harassment
Later asked about Thomas, Marshall held whatever
opinions he had to himself. "No comment," he said.
"None at all. I wish him the best"
Marshall was appointed to the court on June 13,
1967, by ~ident Lyndon B. Johnson.
·~Me,"

If You Want To Be A
Delt, You Have To
Live With Some Pretty
Tough Pledges.

The Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
presents Student Appreciation Day

Tuesday Jan. 26, 1993

TUDBNT
APPRECIATION
SPRING
REAK '93
All The Favorite
Spots!
South Padre
Cancun
Daytona
Lauderdale Air Only
$183
Vegas
Round Trip
Bahamas
You name It
We've Got It

1

But Hurry Space is Limited!

Call 345-7731
Charleston Travel
30 l W. Lincoln

DAY
• FREE Check Cashing all day
•Buy 2 greeting cards at the Bookstore, get one free
• 1/2 price bowling from 6-10:30pm
• $.04 copies at Copy Express (cash sales only)
• $.25 Button Making at the Craft Depot
•Double Cheeseburger only $.75 at the Rathskellar
• Free squeezebottles at the Rathskellar
** While supplies last, Quantities are limited**

Register to Win:
Plane tickets to Chicago
Free Craft Workshop
Parents Club Memberships
Passes to UB Events
Free Poster Lamination
and other items!
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THE DAILY f.A.mRN NE'M

The Dally Eastern News
cannot be responslb le for
more than one day's Incorrect Insertion. Report errors
Immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad will appear ln
the next edition.
All dasslRed advertising
MUST meet the l p .m.
dudllne to appear In the
next day·s publlcatlon. Any
ads processed AfTDl l p.a.
wlll be published In the followl ng day·s newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
AJTUl the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted
to The Dally Eastern News Is
subject to approval and may
be revised. rejected. or canceled at any 11me.
The Dally Eastern News
assumes no llablllty lf for any
reason It becomes necessary
to omit an advertisement.

FREE Battery and electncal test.
FREE installation. Battery specialists. 1519 Madison Ave.
Char1eston 345-VOLT.
_ _ _ _ _ _....;ca MWF/00
Need a paper typed? Call Garold
at 581-2704 or Carla at 5813068. Charge $1 per page.

NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell
Avon.
345-6834.
_ _ Can
__
_ _ _ _ _ 1/29

Would love to do your typing. Call
348-0286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1126

National Organization seeks 4 to
6 college students as on campus
reps. Big $$$. Call 1-800-322-

Set your schedule-Earn $100 per
day. Interested? Cail 1-800-322-

2464.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1126

1126

=------...,,---1129
The only 30 min. delivery in town.

Models needed for Spring
Semester. male or female. Apply
at FAA 218. Art Department.

Guaranteed! Domino's Pizza.
348-1626
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29

Whose playing games? We'll top
any
pizza
price
348-1626
__
__
_in_town.
__
_1129

Spring Breakl Panama City
Beach. Quality accommodations
on the beachl Only $119 per person. Call Mike at 581-2484 or 1·
800-998-TRIP
__________211
Spring Break: Cancun. Mexico.
Lowest prices guaranteedlll We
will match anything. More Info.
Jodi 581-2094

-=--=----=---------,-----1~8

SPRING BREAK 931 Best accommodations available on this year's
hot spots: Panama and Daytona
only $119. Hurry, space Is limited!
Call Mike or Ed at 348-7541.
_ _ _ _1/29
SPRING BREAK '93. Bast rates,
Best
Trip .
Groups
and
Individuals welcome. Call me for
details. Todd 348-5538. Leave
Message

DIRECTORY
SolVIClS Om.am
TRAVEL

WANTED

Aool'nON
R OOMMATtS

ATTENTION STUDENTS: Earn
extra cash stuffing envelopes at
home. All materials provided.
Send
SASE
to
National
Distributors P 0. Box 9643,
Springfield.
MO
65801 .
Immediate response

Foa Rf.NT
FOil SAU
LOST~ FOUND

ANNOUNCf.MINTS

__________ 2110

1~5

Spend the summer in the beaullfu I Catskill Mountains of New
York. Achieve a challenging and
rewarding summer experience
working In a residential camp for
adults with physical and developmental d1sabillties. Positions
available: Counselors, Cabin
leaders, Program leaders. All stu·
dents are encourage to apply.
Season dates June 1 - August
19. Good salary. room and board,
and some travel allowance.
Representative will be on campus
on February 1 at University
Center Stop by for more information or write Camp Jened, P.O.
Box 483, Rock Hill, NY 12775,
(914)
_ _434-2220.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1129

o!~~

Eastern News
Classified Ad Form
Name: _________________
Address: ______________
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ Students

D

Yes

D

f ,., , 5'111 ESSOIS

Babysitter needed some weekday
and weekend evenings for my 1
yr. old. Own transportation preferred. References and experience necessary. Call Cindy eves.
581-3729
_________

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING •
Earn $2,000+/month + world travel (Hawaii,
Mexico.
the
Canbbean, etc.) Holiday, Summer
and Career employment available. No experience necessary.
For employment program call 1•
206-634-0468 ext. C5738

Su8U.SSOR.S

Roommate needed to share
apartment for duration of Spnng
Semester. Male or female. Please
call 345-1171 ii interested.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1129

~

No

Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

Female sublessor needed for
Spring '93 - $135 per month, own
room. Call 348-5259

1~5

Responsible male wanted to
share furnished apartment for 9394 school year. Only 2 blocks
from campus, own bedroom.
$180 a month and split utilities.
Call Tony, 348-5613
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1126

---------~215

HllP WANTED

RIDE.S/RJDEJlS

9694
_________

Help Wanted. 9-4 shift. $4.25 an
hour. Flexible hours. Apply at
Monicals.

Sick and Tired of overrated Texas
and Florida Spring Breaks? Try
Breckenridge 1993. Tom 3459523
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1129

Hll.P WANTID

Roommate needed for spring 93.
1n block lrom campus, heat and
water pald. own room. Call 345-

1~5

Professional babysitter/nanny
needed weei<ends Effingham. Six
children ages 1-11. Early childhood, Education majors preferred. Meets requirement for
working with children. Only SERI·
OUS need apply. Budgetel Inn.
Effingham. Ask for Doris.

-::-:-,.---...,.---,-----.--2128

TRAINING/5c.HOOLS

2464.

Share spacious older home for
fall (93-94) school year. Two
blocks from campus. Terms: S220
a month for 10 months, utilities,
basic cable, and use of washer
a n d dryer Includ ed. (women
only). Call 581·5675.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1126

Sublessor needed Sum. 93. Own
master bedroom in town house.
Negotiable rent. Call Anne,
Brittany Ridge, 345-7379.
- - - - - - - - _1~8
2 sublessors needed for Summer
'93. Close to campus. water and
trash included. $155/month each.
345·3407
ask
Call
__
___
_for
_Eric.
_ _1129

Fraternities, Sororiti~.
C lubs. Groups. Teams

NO BRAINER
FUNDRAISER
• Ab~olutely No Investment!
• Earn hundreds of dollars per
da) ! SI, 000 or more per

week!
• Ask for Darren between
9:00 am & 5:00 m

CALL TODAY
1-800-669-7678

15 08 1st St. 1 block North of
O'Brien held. 10 mos lease. 6
bedroom house for 8 gir1s. Great
furniture. $175 each. Washer &
drye r included. Call Jan or
Charlotte. Eads Realty. 345-2113.

NICE, CLOSE TO C
FURNISHED HOUSES
94 SCHOOL YEAR.
PL E PER BEDROOM,
M O. L EASE, $175/MO.
3148. EVENINGS.
Rooms $150/month,
Women ONLY Inte rs
Summer, Fall
&
Sessions-Call Pat Novalt
789-3772.
Now leasing for fall:
furnished apartments.
M anor Apartments 91
Fourth St. 345-2231
M icrowave oven rental
Sp ring Semester plu
deposit. 820 Lincoln S
7746

---------~517

KAPPA ALPHA PSI will have an informational meeting Jan.
p.m. in the African American Cultural Center. All interested
welcome to attend
BSU WILL KICK off Cultural Diversity Week Monday at 12 p.m.
University Ballroom. Come and enjoy an ethnic food contest &
show 1n Lawson Hall, 7-10 p.m.
TAYLOR HALL BLACK History Month committee, needs
week the committee will be casting parts lor the play "Learn'
Way." All interested individuals contact Terry Trimuel 5384 or
Mock 5863. All nationalities needed.
ENGLISH CLUB MEETING Monday at 6 p.m. in the Col
Lounge New members welcome! We must have your dues
semester - Remember!
LESBIAN, G AY, BIS EXUAL and Allies Union will have a
Monday at 6:30 p.m. In Coleman 228.
MATH ENERGY CLUB will have a meeting Monday at 6:30
Phipps Lecture Hau in Physical Science Building. Bring: Dues.
pencil.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have an active meeting Monday at 6'1
Oakland room. All members need to attend! This semester's
be voted on. All members need to bring dues if possible.
KAPPA OMICRON NU will have a Welcome Back party M
p.m. 1n Kiehm 110. Popcorn provided. Bring your own drink. lillt
ing of the new year.
Please Note: Campus Ctips are run tree of charge ONE DAY ONLY
NON-PROm event, i.e bake sales or raffles All Cflps should be

to Tha DBJ/y Eastern News office by NOON one business day
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday Is the
lor Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Cllpa submitted after
WILL NOT be publtshed. No clips Wiii be taken by phone. Any Clp
illegible or contains conflici1ng Information wm oot be publiShed

ACROSS

32 Okla. tribesmen a1 Dakota
tribesman
33 Sing joyously
1 Algonquian
a3 Actress
34
Quantity
of
tribesmen
Bancroft
heat: Abbr.
• Spanish house
14Yeam
3T Seaman
10 Puritanical
ts Stood
38 Taipei natives
person
66Headland
14Cosmet1c
40 Livy's lang.
solution
41 Monorails' kin
ITOrg.
15 Arab sultanate
42 Protection
18 Some officers
t i Consort of Zeus 43 Slugger Ruth
onash1p
n Ofyore
44 Breakfast food
11 Fla tribesmen
45 Manual
20nny
calculator
21 Headliner
41 Auler
23 Lacking sense
11 Skein
24 Plant used in
1 2 Variety show
lotions
za Refrigerators' S3 Type style
Abbr.
predecessors
55 Friar's title
29 Rider Paul
3 1 Check
18 Homer type

DOWN

52
!58

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

63

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

Payment
OCash

0

:::lCheck

3C> Catchall abb r.

47 --donor

33 Blessed-event

48 Au thor of "The

item

Credit

M ysterious
Island"

34 Mont. tribesman

a
a

Check number _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

Forbidd en
Colo. tribesm en

38Wlre d
ae tdol

•

Charle s - H ughes

so Magic signs

43Bar

a

Eu reka!

•

Aromatic
ointment

MONDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8 :30
9 :00
9:30
10:00
10:30

M Govt. agents
ae S tratagem
ST Timberland
tools
H Sort o f re sort
IO F leur-de- 12 A tax s helter,
short

JANUARY

WTW0-2

WCIA·3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-10, 9

WILL-12, 12

LIFE-13

Fox-8, 55

DISC-9

WEIU-29, 51

lllS!de Edition
Murphy Brown

News

SportsCenter
College Baskelban

Ouantum Leap

Designing Women

MacNel~

Unsolved

Night Court

Entmt. Tonight

News
Married .••

Myslenes

Cheers

Great Fighting
Machioes of WWU

Reading Rainbow
Club Comect

Fresh Pnnce

Golden Palace
He8l1S Atire

American Music
Awards

Vdlaoova al
Pror.otdence

Mulder, She

Nebraskaal
Colorada

WWF Wres!kig

8IOsso!n
McMe: Full

M.lrphy BrlM'!I
Exposure: The Sex l.oYe& Wa1
Tapes Scandal

Northern Exposure

Jettersons
Wrote

Quantum Leap

MoYle:
Ctazy People

Travels

Lehrer

LAI.aw

Mol'le:
Better O!I Oead

News

8onanza

Star Trek'lleep
Space Nine

News
Tonght

News

News

M'A'S'H

l.oY9 Connection

MacGyver
SportsCenter

People of
the K'iamalh

Natural World

News
Panther Country

M<Me:
Graffili

~ D AV

JAN.251 1~3

11

THE DAILY EAsrfRN NEVVS

I Apts. 1 block North of
on 4th St. 3 bedroom
3 persons. Rent paid by
r only, $135 per person.
lease. SEcurity locked
Call Jan or Charlotte.
Poealty 345-2113

~----sn

only-on the Square. Own
25 per month. Nichele

r
1/25

,,.....,,.Bu-c.,...h_a_n-an-.-A..,...,....ld,...o-R~oma

1bedroom apartments for t
s. Utilities included. 11
lease. $325 for 1 person
each for 2 persons. Call
Charlotte 345-2113. Eads

sn&

...._e...,nt-s-.-7H,...o-u-se_s_.

ses, 93'-94'. One to Five
. 345-5048 for details.
---:---:-.,......,...,...---1 /26
ts for 93-94. 3 or 4 peo. 345-2416
--::-:----:--,--:---::1/25
& Apartments for 93-94
year. One to seven bed. One block or less from
s. Call 345-4463 for an
nt.
~------,--1/29

apts., one, two, & three
Great for grad. student or
couples. Ask for Jim at
556or345-2919

-.,,.--,------VB

n Park Apartments now
for fall. 2 bedroom comfurnished, ceiling fans,
nice furniture and carpeting.
to campus. 10 month
Waler, garbage, and cable
ed in rent. $210 each for
$160 each for 3. 345-4508.

~:--='.-,....-;--:-:--:---:-1/25

71h Street, fully furnished
. 6 bedrooms, 2 bath, close
pus, 12 mo. lease. Call
708-771-6365

Furniture, tools, exercise equip·
ment. books, dishes, something
for everyone. Buy or sell at
Mark"s Consignment Center. 516
6th. Charleston. 345-1591
_ 1/29
Medium Pizza, anyway you want
it, $6.99. 348-1626.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1129

Bunk bed $150.00 Solid frame.
345-3754. Nichele Kamerer
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1125

I

J..osr &. fouN»
·.·.

i>

$200 REWARD! 12 year old
miniature silver schnauzer dog
named Heidi lost on Thursday p.m.
• Seneca Dnve · Call Howard EAds
345--4364 or 345-2113.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,2/1
LOST: male cat, 2 yr. old, grey
tiger stripe tabby. no collar,
named ·squealer". Missing since
1/15, area of 10th & Buchanan.
Child's pet. Please call J.
Hughes, 348-0045 or 581-6014.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25
LOST: In Campus McDonalds
1/19; a pair of tan/brown thinsulate gloves. Please turn into
Student Publications Office
Thank you Chris.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1/26
LOST: Shih Tzu white with Black
& Brown patches. Call 348-0464.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1125

REWARD!ll Lost an Emerald ring
at Mother's Friday the 15th.
Please help If you know anything
about it!!!

-----------1/27

Found: a notebook belonging to
Scott Day. Please pick it up at
Stevenson front desk.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27
LOST: orange female cat with
stitches in stomach. Lost near
Brittany Ridge. Call 345-6000 or
346-2674

Carrie Shearer-Congrats on enter
I-week. Keep up the good work.
Love 1n ALPHA GAM-Your G.A.
,,.-,-,.,.,-,--,----,,--------.,.1/25
EMILY· Congrats on entering 1WE EK. Your Alpha Garn
Guardian Angel is watching you.
- - - - - - ____1/25
KIM JANSEN #1 LUSH! Congrats
on entenng I-week. Guess Who!
Love your AGO Guardian Angel
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25
MELISSA DAMON: Congrats on
entering
Love,
Your
A.
_ _ _I-week!
___
__
_G1n5
TO THE MEN OF DELTA TAU
DELTA· Good luck during Rush
this week, I'm sure you"ll take
ANOTHER awesome Pledge
Class! Love, Laura
1/25
Congratulations CORIE O'BRIEN
for getting LAVALIERED to RON
HORNSY of DELTA CHI. Your
ALPHA GAM sisters couldn't be
happier for you!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/25
Congratulations LIZ SCHABEL
for getting PINNED to MIKE
BOYER of Pl KAPPA ALPHA!! All
your ALPHA GAM sisters are
very HAPPY for youlll

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1125

RITA SOLA-Congratulations on
entering I-week. Good job! Luv in
Alpha Gam, Your GUARDIAN
ANGEL
_____________ 1/25
Excellence... Others Talk About
lt...We Demand IL.RUSH PIKEll

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/27

Congratulations SHARON BONE
on entering I-week! Luv, your
ALPHA GAM Guardian Angel.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1n5

LAURA MCGREERY-0000 JOB
Congratulations on entering 1weekll! ALPHA GAM luv-your
GUARDIAN ANGEL
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/25
Elissa Howard, Congratulallons
on entering I-week. See ya
tonlghll Love, your A-Mom

- --

__1/25

MELISSA RICHARDSON Get
ready for an exciting week. Sil
back, relax, and ENJOY! See ya
tonight! Love, Your A-Mom
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25
RUSH PIKE! RUSH PIKE! RUSH
PIKE! RUSH PIKE! RUSH PIKE!
=-------=----,---1/27
Excellence Is our Standard ••.
Success Is Our Tradition ... RUSH
PIK81

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/27

Pi Kappa Alpha-Commitment To
Excellence, Integrity, and
Brotherhood. RUSH PIKEll
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/27
JESSICA: Nothing can keep our
daughter down. Feel better and
keep smiling! Your our favorite
AST pledge in I-Week! Love,
Kristine and Kelly
___________1/25
Are you having Rush, a Function.
or even a Party? Call Dominos
Pizza for a Large, one topping for
$5.00 (w/a purchase of 4 or
more). 348-1626

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1129

2bedroom apartments. Close
campus. Call 348-5032
V4
---.,-fo-r-:-93::-.-=974 -::2-:b-e-:d,-ro_o_m_s.. 2
needed. Year lease. 3451/27

--~R-en-::t-:=Te-n-:-b-ed7r_o_o_m-:h-::ouse

t into 3 apartments or two

s of tenants. Low utilities,
washers/dryers, available
, r/falVspring. 234-4831. Six
from campus.
.,.____-"'."-:-=".""'."'.:,.,-,-::~-1/29
PUS APARTMENTS for 2-3
ts. 2 or 3 bedrooms for fall.
monlh lease. Call CAMPUS
ALS 345-3100 between 3-9

'.

'\

l!-----:-...,..,-.,...,,....,...-~1/29
w leasing (93-94), 10 mo.
1133 6th 1/2 blk from Old
in 5 Bdr. house, group of 6,
70.00 pp. mo. Call 345-5518

5.
1/29
~=EN:-::T:=:-10=-:N-:S::-:T:=:-U-:-:D::-:E:=:-N-::T::-:S:-: Nice
dean houses & apts. 1-2-3 bed·
s. Ten month leases, close
campus. Some have utilities
luded. Call for more details
2784 between 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ca1/25,26,29
1
e bedroom apts. fall '93.
rge, clean, quiet area. Call
7387. 5-8 pm only.

NDER STRATOCASTER.
M YELLOW. GOLD FLOYD
E. $225. ASK FOR JIM. 348·
1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ t/25

·Quasar 25" console-$175.
reo: receiver, turntable, speak·$75. 1981 Chevrolet Malibu
tion wagon $750. Trade for?
26

t------..,.-----sn
n's silver/gold wedding ring150. Man's silver Bulova
ulron watch $225. Woman's
II length fur coat-$100. Trade
345-4426

MELISSA NUCKLES: Have fun
with I-week. Your an awesome
kid! AGO Love, Shannon.
1/25
-HE_A_:r_
H_R_E_L_EW-lS_:_C_O_N_G--RATS
ON GOING INTO I-WEEK. YOU
AR A GREAT KIDDO! LOVE
YOU MOM
-,....----,:-=--=--c--=--=--:-~1/25
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL
THE ALPHA GAM PLEDGES
FOR ENTERING !·WEEK. ALL
OF YOU WILL MAKE GREAT
ACTIVES AND l'M VERY
PROUD OF YOU. WE WILL
HAVE
A
BLAST
THIS
SEMESTER. LOVE, WILLY.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25

CHAD MOYER of SIGMA Pl:
Congratulations on going active!
You're an awesome kid-Lers get
together again soon! Love our
Mor.l-Angela
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/25
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TERRI STALIONS: Get psyched
for I-week! Have fun! Love. your
Guardian Angel
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/25
SHANNON RYAN: CONGRATU·
LATIONS ON YOUR ENGAGE·
MENT TO RODNEY DAVIS!
LOVE
IN
ALPHA GAM,
HEATHER
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25
Courtney Partyka-Your guardian
angel hopes you have an exciting
1-weekl
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25
HEATHER BUCK-CONGRATULATIONS ON GETTING LAVALI ERED TO RYAN MOORE,
SIGMA CHI AT U OF I. LOVE IN
ALPHA GAM AND MINE, SHAN·
NON
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25

Kellie Cutler: Thanks for the
brownies last Monday. We are
looking forward to you being our
Dreamgirl for another semester!
The Men of Pl Kappa Alpha.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/25

Bridgett: Congratulations on getting lavaliered to a great guy and
on entering I-WEEK. Good Luck
Kiddo! LOVE, Nickl

I ll'l£

us. Call 348-5032.

-==-=--=---:-::-.,.--.,.---~sn
94, 2 and 3 bedroom hous-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25

Mike Boyer: Congratulations on
pinning Liz Schwebl of Alpha
Gamma Delta! We enjoyed the
diving seminar you gave al the
pond last night! Your PIKE brothers.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25

tr5 -rn~r l'l<>Mrnr of
D~~tl\NG Q)~~Ra\£t\$\~

to end, 3 bedroom hous·

JANUARY SPECIAL: 3 LATEX
BALLOONS ATTACHED TO
SNOWMAN TIN FILLED WITH
JOLLEY RANCHERS DELIVERED $7.99. UP, UP AND AWAY,
1503 7TH STREET, 345-9462
_ _ _ _ _cat/19,21.25.27
Get an edge on the business
world! Rush Delta Sigma Pi!
Come "Meet the Chapter" Tues.,
Jan. 26, 7:00, Coleman
Auditorium
1/26
-R-US-H-PH_l_B__ET=A-C_H_IA_U_S_H PHI
BETA CHI FOR INFO CALL JEN
AT2746.
_________
Daytona, Padre, Cancun,
Bahamas. Good prices for the
college budget. Call Todd al 3485538. Leave message if no
answer.
=-------------V28
TRACY BRINKMAN: Heyl
Congratulations on entering 1week!I I'm excited for you! Love
your Guardian Angel
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/25
NEAL B. Thank you for being so
special. You are an AWESOME
person. Get psyched for Alaska.
PEACE,
Love, Meg
______________
1/25

KAPPA DELTA RHO GAMMA
PLEDGE CLASS, good job placing 3rd in grades. Keep up the
good work.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25

by Bill Watterson

2bedroom apartments. Close

'93 1, 2 and 3 bedrooms.
tor info. & appointment 345M·F, 8:30-5, Sat. 9-12.
1/29
...,,.,-.::s-=c'."".'H70-=o".""L-:-Y-:-:E:-:A-::R-:-.-:-ALSO
ER 93. 1, 2, 3. AND 4 BEDM APARTMENTS. ALSO
SES AVAILABLE. CALL B
K RENTALS AT 345-6621
VE MESSAGE IF NO
OR CALL 348-8349)

1125
Lisa Gundlach, Congratulations
on entering I-week! Your guardian
angel is watching you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/25
Congrats SUSIE SHEEHY on
entering I-Week. You·11 make a
terrific active. Alpha Garn luv and
mine. your Guardian Angel
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25

Domlnos Pizza Killer Deal.
Medium pizza, anyway you want
it for $6.99. 348-1626
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29

Calvin and Hobbes

~-:----:--=-:--:--~1129

--~..,..,----~213
ents & Houses available

TAMMY HOWARD: Congrats on
entering AGO I-Weeki Only a
few more days! Your Guardian
Angel
------~---,-1/25
Tracy and Sharon, Congratulations
on entering I-week! I love you guys!
Love, Nici<i
---------1/25
KAPPA DELTA RHO ALONE WE
ARE
INDIVIDUALS.
BUT
TOGETHER WE ARE BROTHERS. PROUD TO BE KDRS.

ERIN PHILLIPS: Congratulations
on entering I-week! Your
Guardian Angel is proud of you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/25
Bring Jamaican Tan Business
Card to JAMAICAN TAN, 410 7th
St and get 10 tans for $29 by
Saturday, January 31st and regis·
tar lo win a SHOW ME YOURS
T-shirt 348-0018
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/29
KELLIE CUTLER: Knock, Nick.
Who's There? Let me out of the
bathroom! I can't breathe, is anyone out there?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/25
DAN WALKER of Pi Kappa
Alpha: Congratulations on going
active AND getting lavaliered.
Luv, Your Mom
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/25
Dominos Pizza Introduces FABULOUS FREEBIES: Free quart OR
twisty stixs with 14·· pizza at regular price. 348-1626
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
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CLASSIFIED Aos
II

ANNouNclMENTS

SUZI SHEEHY: Hey kiddo! Congrats on
entering I-Weeki I'm so proud of you!
Alpha Garn Luv, Angela

ANNOUNCEMlNJS

Join the Men of Lambda Chi Alpha
tonight for "Taste of Lambda Chi 6:00
Greek Ct.

DISTRIBUTING-THANKS FOR ALL
YOUR HELP IN MAKING THE GUS
BUSS SUCCESSFUL. THE MEN OF
DELTA CHI

----..,.---::--:---=-----=-=----=1125

CONGRATULATIONS! lina Tebar, Tracy
Bylut, Krissy Simkus, Kim Spencer &
Amy Wodarcyk! You guys make it! Love
ya, Jack Handey! (Jenn Myers)

1/25

K-A-PP_A_D_E--LT-A-RH_O_G_A_M-MA-CLASS
and DELTA CLASS get ready for GINO
RATII WEEKEND.

. .,...,.....--=--:-:----=--...,......,--.,..-.,........,...1125

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26

Krista Bedinger: Good Luck during 1weekl You'll make an awesome Alpha
Garn! Love, your Guardian Angel

BRIOGETIE CALHOUN: Congrats on
entering AGO I-week! Good luck, Love
your Guardian Angel

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1125

JENI SCHMITZ-Congratulations on getting lavaliered and on going active! You
are my #1 kid. DZ love, ERIN

·- =-.,,,--:---===-=---1/25

NICHOLE BARRETI Congrats on entering I-week. Have fun . Love Your
Guardian Angel

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1125

1/25

TOM BUKOWSKI of Pl KAPPA ALPHA:
Hey kiddo-Congratulations on going
active. YOu are the greatest kid ever OZ
love, always Erin

Hey Sigma Pis: We had a heck of a time
Wednesday n1ghHet's do lt again soon!
Love the Alpha Phis

Kerry Harrts, Congratulations on entenng
I-week! Love Your Guard an Angel

---~---~-1/25

1/25

0!~;1; Eastern

News

Subscription Form
Name:
Address:
State: _ _ Zip:

City:

*INXS
*The Cure

·u2

*Grateful Dead
*Guns & Ro

*Pink Floyd

Monday, January 25
Grand Ballroom, Univ. Union
7:30pm - Saturn V show
9:30pm - Zepplin show
$3 Students with EIU ID I $5 General Public
*Def Leppard

New:

SEAR.CH NO MORE
The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus
Now Leasing

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from t he Union o n 7th)
• 1,2 &3 Bedroom
St. James Place
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A. C.
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves
·Balconies

(1905) S. 12 th St.)
• 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished
• A.C.
• Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

Still Available For Fall
Call Anytime 348- 1479 For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3 :30-5:30 p.m. - M - F

Phone:
Renew:

LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION:

-

featuring the music of:

_ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25

~-----~-1/25

GINA REEDY Congratulations on going
Into I-week. Luv, Your Guardian Angel

Summer

1111

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/25

1/25

Date:

University Board SpeclaJ Events presents:

KRISTI MATSAS-CONGRATS ON
ENTERING SUPER I-WEEK. LOVE,
YOUR GUARDIAN ANGEL

~-o:_R__
O-NC_H__
ETT=-1A-N-HE
,_-U-S---ER-B-USCH

_

The Dally Eastern

Fall _ _Spring _ _Full Year

$16

$32

$60

$32

Amount Paid $

Cash

Check

ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE UNIONS
INTERNATIONAL (ACU-1)

QUALIFYING TOURNAMENT
(MUST HAVE AT LEAST A 2.0 GPA TO PARTICIPATE IN EITHER BOWLING OR POOL)

Make checks payable to:

BOWLING

Student Publications
127 Buzzard Building
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920

.
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MEN TEAMS
BOWL 4 GAMES - THUR. NIGHT - JAN 28 7:00 PM
BOWL 4 GAMES - FRI. NIGHT - JAN. 29 4:00 PM
(must be present both nights)
COST: $6 FOR EIGHT GAMES

CHANGE OF ADDR ESS:

BILLIARDS

Name:
Address:
State: __ Zip

City:

8-BALL DOUBLE ELIMINATION BY ACU-1 RULES,
2 PLAYERS WILL QUALIFY FOR REGIONAL TOURNAMENT
QUALIFYING TOURNAMENT - SAT. JAN. 30 10:00 AM
COST: $3 PLUS 1/2 POOL TIME FOR EACH MATCH
TO SIGN UP OR FOR MORE INFORMATION
STOP BY THE BOWLING LANES OR CALL 581-3616

Phone:

LX

You'll Find it Here!
* IM champions 5 of last 8 years *

1992 and eleven dme Peterson Significant Chapter Award Winner
recognizing the most outstanding Sigma Chi chapter (Out of 285 chapters) *
* Nationally donated 10 million dollars to build Cleo Wallace Center for Handicapped
Children through Nadonal Phllanthroplc event Derby Days *
* Presidential Award for Chapter Excellence *
* Two-dme Winner of the Alpha Phl-esta Bowl Football championship *
* 1992 Outstanding Sigma Chi Midwest Chapter *
*

Eastern News

chigan downs Illinois, 76-68
Associated Press
·gan's Fab Five is back.
nsin no longer can be
for granted and North's bleak road record
intacL
aturday, No. 5 Michigan
d Illinois 76-68, Wiscupset No. 21 Michigan
67-66 and Minnesota

downed Northwestern 70-55.
The Iowa-Penn State game
was postponed because of the
recent death of Hawkeye forward Chris Street.
On Sunday, No. 2 Indiana
pounded 24th-ranked Ohio State
96-69.
At Ann Arbor. Mich .• for the
first time in I 993, Michigan's
Fab Five lineup was reunited.

Ray Jackson, who had separated his left shoulder against
North Carolina in the Rainbow
Classic, played his first game
since Dec. 29 and brought
excitement to an otherwise listless contest.
After Michigan crawled to a
12-10 lead, Jackson led an 11-2
run that gave the Wolverines a
32-21 advantage.

immers drop a pair of meets
em's men's and women's
ing squads traveled to
b this weekend to take on
strong Western Illinois
end results showed both of
's squads losing to Western
·s. but Head Coach Ray
was pleased with the perce of his squads and also
y to see a couple of indistandouts.
Beasey, swimming this
after having a meet off,
the 400 individual medley
second in the 200 but. Beasey was also a part of
r place 200 medley relay
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team along with Maridee Hisgen,
Jamey Meneley and Ronae
Scheuer.
"That 200 medley was a good
swim for us," said Coach Padovan.
"We've been shuffling a lot of
people around in that event."
Other bright spots for the
women's squad include junior
Ronae Scheuer's first place finish
in the 50 free and senior Jamey
Meneley's first place finish in the
200 breaststroke. Eastern 's 200
free relay squads also finished first
and second in their event.
Second place performances
were turned in by senior Debbie
Habben in the I 000 free, senior
DeLynn Wirth in the 200 backstroke, and second and third place
finishes for Annell Metzger and

Debbie Habben respectively in the
500 free.
On the men's side, two underclassmen, sophomore Jason Wrone
and freshman Mark Donahue
highlighted an otherwise dismal
day.
Donahue finished first in the
3M diving event and second in the
lM event.
Jason Wrone's career best time
in the 200 butterfly wasn't enough
to capture first place but it did
catch the attention of Coach
Padovan.
"One of our best swims of the
day was Jason Wrone in the 200
fly," said Coach Padovan. "Whenever someone does that much better than the previous year, it shows
a lot of improvement."

KAPPA
DELTA RHO
Where we are individuals
but united as brothers

International Food Night
7-9 p.m.
at the KDR House
509 Lincoln - across from Old Main

OIDTOWNE MANAGEMENT INC.
1408 SIXTH STREET 217/345-6533
No'W' Leasing For '93-'94
• Oldetowne Apts.
• Polk Ave Apts.
• 1420 6th St. Apts.

345-C>LI>E

omen's track
•From page 16
at the meet was Donna Levy. She placed first
55-meter dash, 55-meter hurdles, and the 200dash. She also lead-off in the 400-yard relay.
would definitely consider her the standout athof the week. She won all three of her races and
a good leg in the relay." Craft said. "She's a
athlete and she bas been working real hard."
said be has seen some progression since last
He said be believes, as a team, they have gota Jot better. Christmas break gave the them a
week Jay off, and when they got back, classes
Wednesday and the first meet was Saturday.
not allow them much time to prepare.
Panthers had their share of both strengths and

sses.
r quarter-milers and sprinters ran pretty well,
distances need to be better," Craft said. "Also,
didn't get the job done in the mid-distances.

• Heritage Apts
• 4th & Buchanan

1/tli ANNIJAL CELfBRATl(J:\!

Those also need some work."
1n order to brush-up on the weaknesses, Craft said
he feels the workouts will not have to change, they
will only get tougher.
Craft said at this point, they are not quite ready to
take on Ohio State next weekend because many of
his good athletes are injured. Mid-Continent
Conference Cross Country Champion Kiya Thomas
and T.J. Rudy are both unable to compete. He said
he feels that if those players were around, they could
have scored a few more points.
Eastern 's final score was 57, not trailing far
behind was Northeast Missouri with 54, Austin
Peay, 32, and Terre Haute Track Club, 5.
"We won the meet. It was nip and tuck for a
while, but I think they had a Jot more gutsy performances than last week." Craft said "They reached
down within themselves; that's what we call competition."

restlers
t From page 16

Daubach, and Adam Zayed
cbed up with Brian Klene
y. We wrestled well all day
"What made me the happiest
that our intensity level was
ch much better than it has
,"McCausland added. "We
to go after things and create
ourselves. I just hope that we
carry that intensity over into

(ti)
Panther'•

!i0¢
CANS
NO COVER!

on Light

Power Gym

15 Tans for $25 or
unlimited for 1
month for $25
You're Tired of The Lantz Gym
Attitude Try Coming To a Real
Gym!
a month or $65 a semester

19 7th St.

345-1544

this week."
The Panthers were also on the
brink of another pair of awards
at the tournament, with Klene
eventually falling out of fourth
place by losing a sudden-death
overtime match, and Darnell
Thomas dropping a tough 3-2
decision to fall one win short of
placing.
"Darnell had what looked like a
takedown at the end of the third
period in the semi-finals," Mc-

Caus land said. "Another second
or second and a half and he would
have won that match. He had
them on the ropes. He had them
on the run. He just ran out of
time."
The wrestlers now begin what
is their busiest week of the season, traveling to DeKalb to face
Northern Illinois on Tuesday,
before going to the University of
Illinois on Friday and Southwest
Missouri State on Sunday.

Sigma Nu
Spring Rush
Mon - Aloha Night
lues - Spaghetti Dinner
Wed - BYOS (Build Your Own Sub)
Thurs - Forinal Sinoker
All Events at 6:00 p.m. at l:N House on Greek Court
For Rides & Info Call 581-6898
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Bills hope
•
experience
pays off
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Super
Bowl week starts out 37-2 in
Buffalo's favor. That's 37 Bills
who have played in a Super Bowl
against two Cowboys who have
been lhere.
Call it lhe experience factor and
it's been important before in
deciding the Super Bowl winner.
So why is Dallas favored by a
touchdown'? Maybe because the
Rills have been losers the two previous year; and because the NFC
team ha!> won eight straight.
Buffalo·snot buying it.
..The first year. you're almo tin
a\\e over the whole situation,"
says Buffalo quarterback Jim
Kelly, who doesn't want to be
stigmatized like John Elway and
Fran Tarkenton. great quarterbacks who lost the big one. "l
remember in Tampa saying. This
is an unbelievable feeling.· You
'ort of get caugh1 up in all the
hoopla and all lhe fun. But I guess
thb year. \\e know exactly what
it's going to take to win it. I lhink
our concentration levers going to
be a lot better...
History says Kell) 's right.
There have been 11 Super
Bowls \\hen one team entered
with significantly more experience
and that team has been the winner
nine times.
That includes the New York
Giants over the Bills in 1991: the
49ers over the Bengals in the
Haley-Horton game: the Raiders
over Philadelphia in 1981: Pittshurgh over the Rams in 1980;
Dallas over Denver in 1978:
Miami over Washington in I973;
Dallas over Miami in 1972;
Baltimore over Dallas in 1971,
and Green Ba) over Kansas City
in the second Super Bowl.
The only time lhe less experienced team won. it was four-time
loser Minnesota that was lhe victim - to Pittsburgh in 1975 and to
the Raiders in 1977.
And history is working in both
directions - no team has lost lhree
straight Super Bowls and no team
has ever won after losing two.
0ne way or lhe olher. Buffalo will
make history on Sunday.
In Tampa, the Bills were Super
Bowl novices. going up against
the Giants. who had 25 players
from a team that had won four
years earlier. The Giants. outmanned on offense. held the ball
for 40 minutes and managed to
win 20-19.
Last year. lhe Bills had experience, but so did Washington. winners in 1988. So it was a push and
Washington did the pushing. winning 37-24 in a game that wasn't
close.
But now the opponent is the
NFL's youngest team. one on
which only defensive end Charles
Haley and safety Ray Horton have
Super Bowl experience.
They played against each other
in the 1989 game, Haley wilh San
Francisco and Horton with
Cincinnati. It was Horton who
was victimized by the game's
deciding play, a IO-yard pass to
John Taylor from Joe Montana
with 34 seconds left lhat gave the
49crs a 20-16 victory.
Horton, at 32, is the oldest
Cowboy and his 10 NFL seasons
make him one of the three most
experienced on a team with an
average age of 26.
He's also counseling his teammates on what to expect this
week.

Delta

Tau

Delta

Pizza! Pizza!
ALL-YOU - CAN- EAT
5 PM TONIGHT

Delt Shelter
1707 9th St.
FOR RIDES & INFO. CALL: 348-8222 OR 348-0473

~Sigma

Phi Epsilon-

Celebrating 90 years of Brotherhood

Join us tonight 7:00 for Villa Pizza
the Sig Ep House- Located in Gree
Court 2103 12th St.
For rides and info call Jason at 581-2715-
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Bulls lose again N
H L;,";,,mary

SAN ANTONIO (AP)- Michael
summary Jordan decided another game
'-=,-:--::= ==-=-=-----' Sunday for the Chicago Bulls. but it
EASTERN
wasn't exactly what he had in
mind.
Trailing by two, Jordan missed
Atlantic Division
W
L
Pct. GB
an open 12-footer with three sec24
14
.632 onds to play and the San Antonio
23 17
.564 2
21
19
.525 4
Spurs hung on for their franchise17
17
.500 5
record ninth consecutive victory,
21
.432 7 112
16
12
25
.306 111/2 103-99.
11
27
.297 13
''I had a good shot and had the
Central Division
defense
off balance," said Jordan.
27
13
.692
24
16
.600 3
who scored 42 points. "I thought I
18 18
.500 7
made it. I had D avid Robinson
18
21
.462 8 1/2
faked out. You almost have to let
18
20
.474 8
17
15

21
23

.447
.395
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him have rhat," said Robinson,
who Jed San Antonio with 24
points. "We were fortunate he
missed."
Chicago had gone ahead 96-9S
with l :49 to play after scoring six
straight points, including a dunk by
Jordan.
But Dale Ellis hit a 3-pointer to
put the Spurs up 98-96 with 1:06
left. Jordan then made one of two
free throws and Avery Johnson,
who finished with IS assists, went
2 for 2 from the line to leave the
Bulls in a 100-97 hole with S4 seconds remaining.

9
11

t

WALES
CONFERENCE
Patrick Division
w L T
Pittsburgh
Washington
New Jersey
NY Rangers
NY Islanders
Philadelphia
Adams
Montreal
Quebec
Boston
Buffalo
Hartford
Ottawa

32
25
24

13
19
20
19

4
4
3
22
7
21 22 5
17 22 7
Division
29 17 5
27 16 6
27 18 3
23 19 6
13 31 4
4
44 3

Pis

68
54
51
51
47
41
63

60
57
52
30
11

CAMPBELL
CONFERENCE
Norris Division
w L
Chicago
29 17
Detroit
27 20
24 17
Minnesota
Toronto
23 19
St Louis
20 23
16 32
Tampa Bay
Smythe Division
Vancouver
29 13
Calgary
25 18
24 20
Winnipeg
23 20
Los Angeles
17 27
Edmonton
6
41
San Jose

T
6
4
7
7
6
2
6
6
5
5
7
2

Pts
64
58

55
53
46

34

64
56
53
51
41
14

Sunday's results
Hartford and Philadelphia,nlght
Minnesota and Tampa Bay, night
Vancouver and Chicago, night
Monday's Games
Boston at Montreal 6:40 p.m.

I

Duckworth scores 22 in Portland victory
Midwest Div ision
W
L
Pct.
25
13
.676
24
13
.639
22
17
.579
12
25
.324
.206
7
27

3

33

.086

Pacific Division
27
8
27
10
27
11
19
18
19
19
19
20
15
22

.771
.730
703
.514
.500

487
.405

GB
1/2
3 1/2
13
161/2
21
1
2
9
9 1/2
10
13

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - Qyde Drexler scored 28 points and
former Eastern Illinois star Kevin
Duckworth added 22 as the Portland Trail Blazers beat Utah 124113 Sunday, ending a 13-game Jazz
home winning streak.
Drexler had nine points in the
fourth quarter and Duckworth

scored six in a 13-2 run midway
through the fourth quarter as Portland won its fifth straight game and
10th in 12 games.
Karl Malone had 42 points for
the Jazz and John Stockton added
IS. The Jazz led 101-99 with S:37
to play.
Cliff Robinson added 21 points

Staff writer

The Fighting Illini overpowered Eastern·s
men's track team as well as the Salukis of
Southern Illinois this weekend.
Originally. the meet was to be contested
as a triangular, but instead was scored as a
double dual meet.
Illinois handled Eastern I04-31, Southern
102.S-33.S, while Eastern beat Southern 77S9. Only the top four finishers in each event
scored points for their team.
The Panthers had many place winners but

Monday's games
nto at Atlanta, 6:30 p.m.
Phoenix at Detroit 7 p.m.
Minnesota at Denver 8 p.m.

free throws each to put the Blazers
ahead 120-1 IO with 49.3 seconds to
play.
A 3-pointer by Jay Humphries
with 41 seconds to play ended the
Utah scoring.
Trailing most of the game, the
Blazers began a 16-8 run with 8:36
left in the third period.

Men's track team splits double dual at Illinois
By BRIAN HARRIS

Sunday's results
Lakers 112, Washington 11 o
s.tAntonio 103, Chicago 99
Portland 124, Utah 113
Miami 112, Dallas 106
New Jersey 100, Houston 83
Charlotte and Indiana.night
Seattle and LA Clippers,nlght

for Portland and Terry Porter had
20.
Utah moved within 114-109 on a
goaltended drive by Stockton with
1:S7 to play, but Porter hit a jump
shot from the top of the key to push
the lead back to seven. After Karl
Malone hit one of two free throws,
Drexler and Robinson made two

foot in the 5S dash. His time, 6.29, was just
.03 off his best ever. Teammate Don Rice
finished two meters behind him in fourth.
The two Panther sprinters finished second
and fourth in the 200 later in the meet.
Another second place went to ever
improving Dan Julian. Julian, a freshman
who stands S-8, cleared 6-9 on his second
attempt, and nearly made 6-10. He was also
third in the long jump. His performance in
the high jump t ies him with two former
Panthers for fourlh on Eastern 's all-time list,
and was just three inches off the school
record.

only one individual winner. Jim Sledge took
the SS-meter high hurdles, winning by nearly
two meters in 7.57 seconds.
Recently. Illinois had their Armory track
resurfaced, and its length shortened. For
years il was a 260-meter circuit, but with the
resurfacing it was brought down to 200
meters, which is the standard today for an
indoor facility.
Saturday's meet was the first competition
held on the new track, and since it was shortened. all winning efforts were Fieldhouse
records.
Obadiah Cooper missed first place by a

pj{J

Today at

r.B'E/T!JL
CHI

Uliarty's

Royal Heights Apartments

Hoagy Steak w/fries $249
$1 Bottles (MGD & MGD Light)

• Large 3-Bedrooms
• Great Location

announces

1509 S. Second

• Central A/C
• 1-1/2 Baths

(Behind Old White Hen)

RUSH

January 25 & 26
r more information
call
Jen at 581-2746

Tonight: Smothered fries $ 1

Garage Parking Available

(crispy french fries wI
cheese, sour cream & bacon)

WE ARE LEASING UP FAST SO CAll TODAY!

niversity Board Human Potential
Committee presents:

Native-American Singer

Jack Gladstone

348-5312 OR 1-356-8888

m. Real Estate Bro ker

Delta Sig111a Pi
would like to commend its brothers
on a great fall semester.

featuring a multi-media presentation

4.0
Bob Motz

3.5-3.99
Holly Birt
Mike Delgado
Jenny Freelove
Mathew Green
Angie Kinkelaar
Mark Koon

Lisa Legacy
Tracy McCarthy
Katie Magoon
Diane Meyer
Teresa Rehmer
Sandy Schaefer
Lyn Volz

3.0-3.49

ed. January 27

at

8pm-University Ballroom

$1 EIU students w/ID
$3 General Public
Program will be followed by a reception.
ALSO DON'T MISS THE
CULTURAL DIVERSllY FAIR
EAST UNIVERSllY BAU.ROOM 12-3PM

Al Rodis
Wendy Stofferahn
Tammy Tomaszewski
Tina Venters
Anne Watson

Debby Buis
Gina DiPaolo
Kelly Keever
Kellie McMurtry
Luke Neumann
Matt Yegge
;·:

.~···

Lady Panthers
snap losing skid
By RYAN GIUSTI

Panthers, sparked by the play of
senior co-captain Sheriel Brown,
went on furious 12-0 run over the
The reaction following the final next five minutes to tie the score at
buzzer Saturday night in Lantz 50 with just over seven minutes to
Gym may have been a little deceiv- play.
ing as a vocal crowd of 313 fans
Brown had eight of the 12 points
cheered and a group of 13 excited in that stretch. She finished the
women rushed onto 1he court to game with 25 points, 21 of which
celebrate what they had just accom- came in the c;econd half. In addition
plished. There wa), also one very to that she was given the dubious
happy coach.
honor of guarding UIC .scoring
There was no national champi- machine Angela Gilbert.
onship won m Lantz Sarurday. Not
"Sherie! had to be our MVP on
even even a league title was won. offense and defense," Hilke said.
But what did happen may be a turnGilbert. the Mid-Con's leading
ing point in whal so far has been a scorer at 21.2 points per game, was
frustrating season for the Eastern almost unstoppable in the first half,
women's basketball program.
scoring 16 points. But when Hilke
Eastern. riddled with a seven- put Bro\I. n on her, she was congame losing streak, won its second tained. Gilben finished the game
game of the season and first ever in with 27 points.
Mid-Continent Conference play.
''They (the coaches) told me to
coming from behind to beat Olin- step in from of her and let her go
ois-Chicago. 68-61.
for the lob," Brown said on defend"This was a great win for the ing Gilbert.
kids," said coach Barbara Hilke
Another boost for the Lady
whose learn improved to 2-12 over- Panthers was the return of their
all and 1-5 in the Mid-Con. "It was other senior co-captain Karen
nice to have the young kids step up Mccaa. who had missed the last
and play tough. In our olher win (a few games because of illness. She
75-68 win over Grambling on Dec. finished with one basket but grabb19) we had to hang on for the victo- ed ),ix defensi"e rebounds. dished
ry. In this one \\Chad to come from out six assil>ts and had three steals.
behind and we looked good doing She wa.-. aJso part of the live. along
ii."
with Brown. Nicky Polka, Jacqui
For a while it looked like Eastern White and Missy Beck, that
would let this one get away. When sparked Eastern's comeback.
UIC's Penny Armstrong buried an
"ll was an emotional lift for
18-foot jumper with 12:25 left to everybody," Hilke said of Mccaa·s
play, it gave the Flames a 50-38 return. ··Both of our senior captains
lead. But that's when the Lady were a big factor in the win."
Associate sports editor

KEVIN KJLHOFFERJAssociate photD
Eastern's Sharon Pozin (left) and Tammy Wilkinson put pressure on J/linois-Chicago's Lynn Jordan
the Lady Panthers 68-61 win O\'er the Flamer Saturday night in Lant: Gym.

Raiders wear down Panthers Women's track tea
Going into Saturday's game,
Eastem's men's basketball team
knew that Wright S tate was
capable of scoring a lot of points.
The Raiders, who were averaging over 90 points per game
going into Saturday's Mid-Continent Conference game with the
Panthers, went over the century
mark for the fifth time this season and ran by Eastern I04-80.
Sophomore Lo uis Jordan
scored a career-high 26 points
for the Panthers, but Wright State
had three p layers score 20 or
more points in the victory.
Bill Edwards scored 24, Mike
Nahar 22 and Andy Holderman
added 20 as Wright State lifted
its Mid-Con record to 3-1 and its
overall mark to I0-4.
Wright State, which remained
in a tie for second place in the
conference after Saturday's action, led for all but the first 30
seconds of the game. Eastern 's
Johnny Hernandez scored on a
layup after the opening tip for
the Panthers only lead of the
game.

Mid-Continent Cont~

Men'• Standing•
School
Cleveland SL
Wright SI.

Cont.
5-0
3-1

111..Chlcago

3-1

Overall
9-4
1G-4

8-7

Nonhem Ill.
3-1
7-6
Valparaiso
2·2
4-8
5-9
EASTERN
2-3
Wisc.-Oreen Bay
1·3
5-7
Youngstown St.
1-4
2-11
Westem. Ill.
0-5
3-12
16-1
•Wisc.-Milwaukoo
•Not eligible for Mid-COO play until 1993-

94 season.

Saturday'I relUla
Wright Sl 104, EASTERN 80
Cleveland St. 88, Youngslown SI. 48
111.-Chicago 86, Weslem 11173.
Nonhem Ill. 53, Wisc.·Green Bay 50
Wisc ·Milwaukee 96. Sacramenlo St. 44
Monday'• games
Northern Ill. at EASTERN
lll·Chicago at Valparaiso
W1sc.-Oreen Bay at Westam Ill
Y~\!OQ.~S a~tJ.t S1

Eastern fell to 2-3 in conference play and to 5-9 overall with
the loss.

Eastern coach Rick Samuels
was not available for comment
Sunday.
DarrelJ Young added 15 points
and Derrick Landrus added 12
points and four assists.
The Panthers will get a chance
to bounce back tonight when
Northern Illinois come to Lantz
Gym for an 8 p.m. Mid-Con
game.
The Bud Light Daredevils will
make a halftime appearance and
the game will be broadcast live
on SportsCharmel (Ea.stem cable
channel 35).
The Huskies, who picked up a
conference victory over Wisconsin-Green Bay, 53-50 on Saturday, come in with a 3-1 MidCon record and a 7 -6 overall
mark.
Leading the way for Northern
are guard Mike Lipnisky, who is
leading the team in scoring with
15.8 points per game, and center
Randy Fens, who averages I 0.6
points and 8.1 rebounds per
game.
-Staffreport

wins own invitation

By JENNIFER KROGH
Staff writer

The Eastern women's indoor track team was able to pull out a

its 9th Annual Lady Panther Invitational Track and Field Ch
ships, but much preparation is sliJI needed for next week's match
they compete against Big Ten member Ohio State according to
John Craft.
The three other teams competing in Lantz Fieldhouse this
were Northeast Missouri, Austin Peay, and Terre Haute Track
The Lady Panthers kicked off the match with a good start by
Roberts taking a first. Aislinn Wiley, second, and Inna Perez,
the 5,000-meter run.
"l thought that I ran a lot better than last week," Roberts •
think I would have done a linle better if I would have had so
run with me because I ran by myself almost the whole time."
Craft said, "Brooke ran a excellent race, but she could have
belier if she had some sort of competition running near her."
Junior Kala Scon, with a jump of 17-feet, 2-inches, took first
in the long jump. She was the only long jumper who reached
foot mark in the competition.
"I'm doing a lot better since last week," Scott said. After a
lay off l really feel good. I've got the techniques, I've just got to
a bit farther."
" I think our women were down going into the last few even
they rallied and pulled it out," Craft said. "It was definitely a
effort. but certain individuals did stand out."
One of the individuals that Craft thought had an excellent

a

• Co11ti11ued on page 13

Gustafson, Gress place second for Panthers in Ohi
By JEFF GLADE
Staff writer

The weekend proved a success for the Eastern wrestling
squad, bringing home five individual awards from the
Miami of Ohio Open Saturday. More importantly, it
marked the return of intensity to a squad that had been

their own teammates.
struggling in that area.
Bringing home awards for the Panthers were Eirik
"We matched up with ourselves quite a bit ·
Gustafson, second at 118. Stan Gress, second at 190, Dave wrestlebacks, and actually knocked ourselves out in a
Pena, third at 118, Joe Daubach, third at 142, and Rich pie of places," McCausland said. "Gustafson beat
Murry. third at 177. Coach Ralph McCausland said that he the semi-finals, Jason Bever got knocked out of !he
felt the squad was much stronger than awards would show,
.;.;.... 13
---""
with several wrestlers knocked out of award contention by_ _ _ _ _ __ • Continued 011 page
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